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1.0 Executive Summary
The University NAVSTAR Consortium (UNAVCO) is a member organization of over
100 universities and laboratories joined to promote the use of the Global Positioning System (GPS) for high-accuracy geosciences research. As part of this mandate, the
UNAVCO Boulder Facility provides specific project support to investigators funded by
the National Science Foundation (NSF) and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), including the NASA Solid Earth and Natural Hazards (SENH) Research and
Applications Program. In addition, support is provided to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in
their management of the NASA Global GPS Network (GGN) and to the International GPS
Service (IGS) Central Bureau (CB) also located at JPL. The Facility is committed to providing timely, long-term, and cost effective support to our NASA collaborators. We feel
this work is important to the long-term viability of the Facility, to UNAVCO investigators, and to the overall health of the NSF/NASA geophysics and geodynamics research
and support programs.
The following report details our activities for the time period April 1, 1999 to December
31, 1999. The work described was accomplished in the face of delayed and intermittent
receipt of funds, including a near furlough of NASA-funded staff in November 1999.
Nonetheless, we are proud of the work accomplished and feel that, given future continuity
in funding and a strong operational mandate from NASA Headquarters and JPL, we will
provide even greater service and support benefiting NASA mission requirements and
investigator projects.
Highlights of our support to SENH projects include the installation of a new permanent
station in Costa Rica as well as the transition of the low-cost, single frequency (L1)
receiver from prototype development and demonstration to near operational implementation. L1 networks were installed on Taal volcano in the Philippines, Popocatepetl in Mexico, and Kilauea and Mauna Loa Volcanoes in Hawaii, bringing the total number of L1
receivers deployed during the performance period to 32. Each functioning L1 receiver
requires the same amount of monitoring, troubleshooting, data management, and archive
support as a single GGN station. Finally, the Facility continues to provide daily monitoring of data flow, in-field station support, and troubleshooting for nine permanent stations
previously installed under specific SENH investigator projects. A full description of
Facility support to SENH projects is contained in section 3.
GGN support during this report period included the installation of two new international
stations and reconnaissance for two more which are targeted for installation in 2000. We
upgraded 40 TurboRogue receivers with new GPS week-rollover Y2K-compliant firmware as well as 21 data download computers to the Linux operating system. We deployed
new download computers and Ashtech Z-12 receivers to the subset of stations being
upgraded for Low Earth Orbit (LEO) mission support. We are currently providing data
backup and distribution support to JPL for 23 GGN stations with more to come on-line in
2000. Other essential work included the development of an interactive, password-protected database for storing permanent station information. This database provides a single
user point of reference for critical, site-specific information. Work is ongoing to add
capability that will automatically generate and submit new IGS site logs whenever station
information changes. Facility support to the NASA GGN is detailed in section 4. Other
related support efforts included data streaming software development, receiver testing and
evaluation, and satellite data communications evaluation which are described in sections 4
and 5.
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2.0 Introduction
The work described in this report represents a collaborative effort between the University
NAVSTAR Consortium (UNAVCO) Boulder Facility and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) for National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) scientific applications
of the Global Positioning System (GPS). The work is funded by NASA through Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC) grant NAG5-3035. The Goddard grant primarily funds
UNAVCO Facility staff support to Solid Earth and Natural Hazards (SENH) Research and
Applications Program investigator GPS research projects, NASA/JPL Global GPS Network (GGN), the International GPS Service (IGS) Central Bureau (CB), designated Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) missions, and associated support activities. NASA/JPL also provides
funds for operational support of many of these activities. Most of the activities described
in this report were impacted in terms of schedule and/or scope-of-effort by delays in
UNAVCO’s receipt of both operational support funds from JPL and Facility staff funds
from GSFC. These funding difficulties have been the subject of separate correspondence.
Described below are activities for the period April 1, 1999 to December 31, 1999, which
represent the period from the last report under NAG5-3035 to the end of the grant period.
Future effort will be funded under a new Goddard grant, NAG5-8627. Most of the activities described are ongoing and some, such as UNAVCO’s LEO mission support role, are
increasing. Many of the SENH GPS projects are multi-year projects conducted in association with university and agency principle investigators (PIs). Accordingly, a summary of
future planned activities is also provided.

3.0 SENH Project Support
SENH PI research projects continue to receive technical, logistical and equipment support
from UNAVCO for the installation and upgrade of permanent stations, the design and
installation of single frequency (L1) GPS networks, management and archiving of data,
and support for campaign measurements. These projects are investigating new ways to
study engineering and scientific problems including bridge and structure monitoring, volcano deformation, fault motion, and tectonic problems requiring the highest levels of GPS
precision. Table 3-1 lists projects supported during this report period, and Table 3-2 lists
projects to be supported over the next six months. The primary areas of SENH support are
also discussed after the summary tables.
Table 3-1:Itemization of support to SENH projects for April - December 1999
Projects

Support to date

Projects identified in funding request for June 1, 1998 through May 31, 1999 itemized in June 16, 1998 letter to Dr.
Clark Wilson
Costa Rica Volcanoes
Installation of one permanent station, upgraded Arenal volcano communications with PC and field engineer, ongoing support
Central Asia
Support equipment upgrade, ongoing support to nine station dual-frequency network (five NASA-funded and four NSF-funded)
Eastern Mediterranean
Maintenance and upgrades to three permanent stations (Armenia,
Morocco, Helwan)
Planning provided for installation of two permanent stations (Crimea,
Jordan)
Western Cordillera
Maintenance of two permanent stations within BARGEN array
(Western U.S.)
Long Valley
L1 prototype demonstration project
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Table 3-1:Itemization of support to SENH projects for April - December 1999(cont.)
Projects

Support to date

Taal Volcano, Philippines

Installation of eleven-station L1 array on Taal Volcano, second maintenance and upgrade trip, ongoing support
Hawaii Volcano
Installation of twelve-station L1 array
Bridge Displacement Monitoring
Development of a four-station L1 array with ongoing consultation
and planning support
Differential Vertical Motion Estimation (DiVE) Installation of one single-station L1 station co-located with a tide
Project
gauge. Consultation, development, testing, and project planning for
installation of a second single-station L1 station co-located with a tide
gauge
Hayward Fault
Ongoing consultation and support for the two L1 stations along the
Hayward Fault
Projects added after June 16, 1998 funding request
Alaska - SCAT
Agent1 project, prepare and ship four receivers
Seafloor Geodesy

Agent project, coordinate the loan of five Turborogue receivers from
NGS, prepare and ship receivers
South America - Nazca Plate Motion Project
Agent project, prepare and ship three receivers and additional auxil(SNAPP) 99
lary equipment for five university-owned systems, field engineer
requested but not provided due to limited resources
Popocateptl Volcano
Ongoing consultation and support to dual-frequency stations and a
four-station L1 network funded by NSF and NASA
Regional stations receiving ongoing maintenance Ecuador (1), Colombia (1), Costa Rica (1), Baja (1), Canada (1), Censupport (many are now defined as GGN stations ) tral Asia (2)
1

Agent refers to equipment loan with no field engineer support.

Table 3-2:Itemization of planned support to SENH projects for January - September
2000
Projects

Planned Support

Required effort to complete projects funded in FY97 and FY98
Costa Rica Volcanoes
Installation of one permanent station, field engineer visit,
upgrade of Arenal volcano network communication
Central Asia
Plan and purchase for installation of two permanent stations, support
equipment upgrade requests, contract for IVTAN collaboration
Eastern Mediterranean
Installation of two permanent stations (Crimea, Jordan) requiring
field engineer visit, upgrade requiring a field engineer visit to Helwan
Western Cordillera
Maintenance of two permanent stations with BARGEN array (Western U.S.)
Taal Volcano, Philippines
Maintenance of eleven-station L1-array, including an engineer visit
Bridge Displacement Monitoring
Installation of four-station L1 array
Differential Vertical Motion Estimation (DiVE) Maintenance of one L1 station, installation of one L1 station that is
Project
co-located with tide gauges
Popocatapetl Volcano
Support for continued installation of 8-station L1 array
Hawaii Volcano
Maintenance of a twelve-station L1 network at Mauna Loa and
Kilauea Volcanos
Hayward Fault
Support for the two L1 stations along the Hayward Fault, purchase of
two additional L1 stations
Other regional stations receiving ongoing mainte- Ecuador (1), Columbia (1), Costa Rica (1), Baja (1), Canada (1), Cennance support (many now defined as GGN sta- tral Asia (2)
tions)
New requests received for 2000
TBD
TBD
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3.1 Campaign Support
Support requests for campaigns have been met on a resource available basis. Requests for
Trimble 4000 SSE/i GPS receivers are filled by use of NSF pool receivers on a not-tointerfere basis. Requests for Turborogues have been more difficult to meet since the
NASA pool of Turborogues has been moved into permanent installations over the last two
years. UNAVCO brokered the loan of five Turborogue receivers from the National Geodetic Service (NGS) for the Seafloor Geodesy Project (D. Chadwell, UC-San Diego, PI)
for two months of testing and data collection. The Facility is providing technical support
to the Seafloor Geodesy project under NSF funding to identify alternative receiver technology to meet their future needs. Several other SENH campaigns were supported with
NSF pool receivers including the South America-Nazca Plate Motion (SNAPP) Project (S.
Stein, Northwestern University and T. Dixon, University of Miami, PIs) with three receivers for three months, and an Alaska Project with four receivers for six weeks (J. Sauber,
GSFC, PI).
3.2 Permanent Station Support
Support for permanent station installations, maintenance, and /or upgrades
was provided for four projects during
this report period. The Central Asia
Project (P. Molnar, MIT and M. Hamburger, Indiana University, PIs)
received equipment upgrades, ongoing
technical support, and funds via a subcontract to in-country collaborators for
maintenance of a nine station permanent
network. This effort will continue into
2000 including shipment of two TurFigure 3-1: Permanent station installed in Fredonia,
Utah (FRED), part of the Western Cordillera Project. borogue receivers for installation in the
network.
The Western Cordillera
Project (R. Bennett, Harvard-Smithsonian, PI) was supported with equipment and field
engineer support for the installation of two permanent stations in the Basin and Range
province (Figure 3-1). This project was an expansion of the existing Basin and Range
Geodetic Network (BARGEN). Engineer support to the planning, technical design, and a
PI reconnaissance trip for the permanent station in Crimea was provided for the Eastern
Mediterranean Project (R. Reilinger, MIT, PI). Equipment was purchased, configured,
and shipped to the station location with installation planned for spring 2000. Ongoing
consultation was also provided to the PI and local contacts in an effort to bring the Helwan
Egypt station on-line. A trip planned for fall 1999 was postponed until spring 2000. The
Crimea station plus one additional station, perhaps in Lebanon, will be installed in 2000.
Figure 3-2 shows a permanent station in Turkey installed as part of the Eastern Mediterranean Project.
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One permanent station was installed in
Costa Rica (S. Schwartz, UC-Santa Cruz
and T. Dixon, University of Miami, PIs) on
Irazu Volcano between November 26 and
December 10, 1999. This is a DC-powered
station with a Turborogue receiver and
Freewave radio modem link to facilities of
the in-country collaborators. While in
Costa Rica, the UNAVCO field engineer
also reviewed the data-stream from Arenal
Volcano and upgraded the Arenal download
computer. A reconnaissance trip for a sec- Figure 3-2: Permanent station installed in
Diyarbikar, Turkey as part of the Eastern
ond new station, this one on Poaz Volcano, Mediterranean Project.
was postponed because of severe weather.
An additional field engineer trip is anticipated for FY2000 to Costa Rica for maintenance
and installation of improved telemetry.

Figure 3-3: GGN station installed in Rabat, Morocco.

Many of the permanent GPS
stations installed under SENH
regional projects have good
regional monument stability
(e.g., not located near an
active volcano) and low data
latency and are becoming
important additions to the
NASA Global GPS Network
(GGN). These include stations in Morocco (Figure 3-3)
and Armenia for the Eastern
Mediterranean Project, and
Kyrgystan and Kazahkastan
for the Central Asia Project,
among others.

3.3 Projects Supported with the UNAVCO-developed Single Frequency (L1) System
The development of the UNAVCO single frequency (L1) system is primarily funded by a
NASA SENH PI grant to Dr. Charles Meertens via the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) [Meertens et al., 1999]. The UNAVCO Facility contributes
engineer and technician support to the development activity, as well as field engineering,
data management, and archiving support for a number of NASA SENH PI projects funded
at other institutions using this system. The prototype L1 system was developed in the
summer of 1998 and tested at Platteville, Colorado. The eight-station network was then
moved to Long Valley caldera for a more realistic prototype volcano monitoring system
test in the fall of 1998. After a successful evaluation, the array was removed in fall 1999.
The system radio modem and GPS firmware and hardware configurations were modified
over the following months based on lessons learned in Long Valley. Summer 1999 was a
particularly busy period as additional networks were installed in Mexico, the Philippines,
Hawaii, and California. The activities and status of these L1 networks are summarized
below.
5

1. Taal Volcano, Philippines (M. Hamburger and C. Meertens, PIs): Eleven systems of a planned 13 station L1 network
(Figure 3-4) were deployed in May-June
1999 and radio modem communications
were established between Tagaytay and
Manila (60 kms away). Problems with
Internet connectivity prevented completion
of the communications link until a subsequent UNAVCO engineer trip in December
1999. Data were retrieved from the Tagatay
computer and will be converted to Receiver
Independent Exchange (RINEX) format and Figure 3-4: L1 Network deployed at the Taal
archived in Boulder. Repairs and upgrades Volcano, Philippines.
to the associated NSF-funded dual-frequency network were also made during the later trip. Unfortunately, the project still lacks
real-time monitoring capability because of poor Internet connection between the Philippines and the US. The first processed results of the L1-system look good and were presented [Hamburger et al., 1999] at the UNAVCO Volcano Geodesy Workshop held in
September 1999 (discussed in section 5.5).
2. Hayward Fault, California (M. Murray and R. Burgmann, UC-Berkeley, PIs): Two L1
systems were deployed in January 1999 along the Hayward fault to evaluate whether sufficient precision can be obtained from a single frequency system over short baselines for
tectonic studies. If successful, the cost of many tectonic studies can be significantly
reduced. Processing with Bernese software shows excellent (1 mm) repeatability on a 10
km baseline, but first attempts to process with the GAMIT software required modifications to GAMIT, which have been made but not tested. Two more systems will be
installed in 2000. Data from the existing two systems are currently collected at Berkeley
but will be archived at UNAVCO after the network is declared operational.
3. Differential Vertical Motion Estimation (DiVE) Project (M. Miller, Central
Washington University and C. Meertens,
PIs). The goal of this project is to install
and evaluate an absolute tide station,
including evaluation of the L1 system’s
ability to provide sufficient precision for
such an application. An antenna mount to
accommodate both a dual-frequency
Trimble choke ring and UNAVCO-developed L1-antenna was installed on the
Figure 3-5: Antenna mount with dual frequency Scripps pier in September 1999 (Figure 3antenna on the left and single frequency antenna 5). First results of a single-dual frequency intercomparison show excellent
on the right.
(1mm or less) repeatability on short baselines (<1 km) as measured relative to dual-frequency stations on land. A similar installation is planned for Oregon in early 2000.
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4. Popocatepetl Volcano, Mexico (T.
Dixon, and C. Meertens, PIs): The
first four of eight systems were
deployed for real-time volcano monitoring in April 1999 (Figure 3-6). The
equipment was funded through NSF,
with Facility technical and field engineer support jointly funded with
NASA. One site was installed on a
glacier near the summit, but failed
soon afterward. The remainder of the
network continues to operate but system upgrades and an additional four Figure 3-6: L1 system with rolled edge ground
sites are planned for early 2000. The plane antenna in background and enclosure with
first processed results [Cabral, et al., solar panels in foreground.
1999] show sub-cm repeatability, well
within the design expectations of the system for volcano monitoring applications.
5. Kilauea and Mauna Loa Volcanoes, Hawaii (C.
Meertens, PI): A 12 station network was installed
in July 1999, covering a large portion of the East
Rift of Kilauea (Figure 3-7). The success of the
system was demonstrated when L1 measurements
confirmed a small dike intrusion under the network
on September 12, 1999. Although the signal on the
surface was quite small (< 3 cm), the deformation
could clearly be seen in the daily, hourly, and kinematic solutions. The results provided important
constraints on the timing, size and location of this
event [Meertens, et al., 1999].
6. Long Valley Caldera, California (D. Dzurizin,
US Geological Survey (USGS) Cascade Volcano
Observatory (CVO), PI): The Long Valley protoFigure 3-7: L1 station installed
type network of eight L1 systems (Figure 3-8)
at Mauna Loa Volcano, Hawaii.
installed in November 1998 was removed by the
USGS collaborators in fall 1999. The Long Valley
deployment was a very successful prototype demonstration, permitting many operational
details to be worked out in a rugged but supportable location with assistance from very
capable USGS collaborators.
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Figure 3-8: Prototype L1 system operated from fall 1998 to
fall 1999.

7. Bridge Monitoring, California (M. Celebi, USGS Menlo Park, PI): After an initial evaluation of the performance of the UNAVCO-developed L1 system at high data rates, it was
determined that its reliability at 10 HZ sampling was not sufficient for real-time, dynamic
structure monitoring. After additional equipment evaluation, the Novatel dual-frequency
streaming board with Time Domain Multiple Access (TDMA) communications system
was found to be the lowest-cost (~$4k) system with adequate data rate/reliability for the
desired application. Four systems were purchased by UNAVCO for the project and delivered to M. Celebi who will be working with Novatel and a contractor to develop an interface for real-time kinematic processing. The prototype, four-sensor system will
eventually be deployed on a major bridge in the San Francisco Bay region. UNAVCO
will continue to provide technical and consulting support.
The rapid growth of L1 networks for volcano, earthquake fault, engineering, and tide
gauge investigations and the large quantity of associated high rate GPS data have generated a significant increase in data management responsibilities at UNAVCO. The typical
L1 network installation has a Linux computer and input from one to 13 remote L1 systems
communicating locally via TDMA radio modem. The retrieval of data from these networks is via ftp, either through automated daily scripts or by bulk transfer at prescribed
times. The UNAVCO Facility subsequently converts the data to RINEX and makes it
available to investigators upon request. UNAVCO is working on a resource-availablebasis to automate the L1 data handling process into the normal data management scheme
to enable access of daily files via anonymous ftp.

4.0 UNAVCO Support of Continuously Operating GPS Stations
Crucial to many state-of-the-art GPS scientific research investigations are continuously
operating GPS stations - also called permanent stations. On a global scale, these stations
provide data needed for precise orbit, reference frame, and velocity determinations, as
well as atmospheric data and essential ground network data critical to Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) occultation mission support. Continuous stations also provide the most precise,
and often most cost-effective, way of measuring time-dependent deformation and other
geophysical processes on a regional-to-local scale.
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UNAVCO has been involved in many of the recent technical developments focusing on
ways to improve GPS accuracy, performance and installation reliability, to reduce data
latency and increase data rates, and to significantly reduce cost to allow research of problems requiring greater station density. Institutional collaborations are essential to improve
global station coverage and to share installation, infrastructure and operations costs. New
communications methods are needed to address these challenges. This global framework
is augmented on a local and regional scale by SENH-supported installations including the
newly developed L1-monitoring systems.
UNAVCO has primary GPS data download and transfer responsibility for SENH dual-frequency stations and back-up responsibility for GGN stations. The Facility has developed
a permanent station data management system, based in part on the JPL-developed Generalized Near Real-Time (GNRT/GNEX) software, to handle both requirements. For stations of primary responsibility to UNAVCO, the data management includes handling the
raw data (whether by a data push or pull), archiving and distributing the raw data, creating
RINEX files, and pushing the RINEX data to the NASA Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS).
4.1 Support to the Global GPS Network (GGN)
UNAVCO support to the GGN includes participation in planning station network configuration and installation tasks such as site selection, monumentation and establishing local
infrastructure such as power and communications. Other support activities include development of local support and subsequent training and technology transfer, site documentation and configuration management, integration with other data acquisition systems,
control and automation of station operations, troubleshooting and maintenance, event logging and notification, and related development and testing. These activities help to ensure
the successful implementation of the stations, collection of the data during the period of
planned experiments, maintenance of valuable collaborations, and contribute to the longterm future of these investments in GPS infrastructure.
UNAVCO has worked closely with the JPL GGN network operations staff to identify priorities for the limited receiver, staff, and financial resources. Joint planning is addressed in
weekly phone conferences between JPL and UNAVCO network support staff, regular
meetings at both JPL and UNAVCO with technical and management staff, and the formation of the UNAVCO Facility Network Operations Group. This group focuses additional
staff resources on network support issues and defining and implementing solutions for
ongoing and future NASA LEO mission requirements. From June 1998 to April 1999 the
Facility provided support to the GGN with regular monitoring of the 47 station GGN network, the installation of two new stations and reconnaissance of two stations 17
requiring engineer visits, the upgrade of four stations requiring engineer visits, the
upgrade of 29 stations with equipment only, and coordination of and support for the installation of Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) satellite telemetry at one station.
UNAVCO upgraded more than 40 GGN/SENH stations with TurboRogue Week-RollOver/Y2K compliant firmware. This required creating firmware flashcards, establishing
site contacts, shipping the flashcards and monitoring the upgrades. Twenty-one stations,
most of which employed non-Y2K compliant Macintosh OS download computers, were
upgraded to Pentium-based computers running the Linux OS. This involved the procurement and configuration of the computers, installation of GGN station-specific IP
addresses and software, establishing station contacts, shipping the computers, and moni9

toring the installation at each of the upgraded stations. In addition to specific hardware
and firmware upgrades, the Facility regularly monitored and fixed problems over the
entire network. This required more than 100 individual troubleshooting tasks at GGN/
SENH stations around the world (Table 4-1). Permanent station GGN/SENH engineer
site visits were made to Seychelles (repair, Figure 4-1), Brazil (reconnaissance), Uganda
(reconnaissance), Philippines (repair and upgrade), and Mexico (repair and upgrade).

Figure 4-1: Permanent GGN station installed on
Mahe Island in the Seychelles.

Table 4-1:Permanent GPS stations supported during this report period

areq

Arequipa

Peru

X

X

X

GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN

asc1
auck
bogt
casa

Ascension Island
New Zealand
Columbia
USA

X
X
X
X

X-2
X-3 X

X
X
X
X

GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN

chat
cic1
cord
cro1
dgar
dubo

New Zealand
Mexico
Argentina
US Virgin Islands
Diego Garcia
Canada

X
X

X-1 X
X
X-3 X X
X-3 X X

X
X
X X
X
X
X

GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN

eisl
fair
flin
gala

Ascension Island
Auckland
Bogata
Mammoth Lakes,
CA
Waitangi
Ensenada
Cordoba
Christianhead
Diego Garcia
Lac Dubonnet,
Manitoba
Easter Island
Fairbanks, AK
Flin Flon, Manitoba
Galapagos Island

Chile
USA
Canada
Galapgos Island

X
X

X
X-2 X X

X

X

X X

X

GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN

gode
guam
harv
hrao

Greenbelt, MD
Dededo
Harvest, CA
Krugersdorp

USA
Guam
USA
South Africa

X
X
X
X

X X
X-3 X X

X
X

X-1 X X

X

GGN

iavh

Rabat

Morocco

X-5

X

GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN

iisc
jplm
kokb
kunm
kwj1
mcm4

Bangalore
Pasadena, CA
Kokee Park, HI
Kunming
Kwajalein Atoll
Ross Island

India
USA
USA
China
Kwajalein Atoll
Antarctica

X
X
X

X-3 X

X

X
X

X-1 X
X-2
X-2
X-5 X

X
X
X
X X

GGN

mcm5

Ross Island

Antarctica

X

X-5 X

X X

GGN

mdo1

Fort Davis, TX

USA

X

X-1 X

X

X
X

X-1
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X
X X

Upcoming Work

Troubleshoot1

Notes2
Field Visit
Upgrade Firmware
Equipment Retrieval
Deploy Receiver
Deploy Computer

UNAVCO
Data Backup

Country

City

Site

Station Type
GGN

Site visit to install computers, receiver and Internet.
Retrieve old Mac equipment.
Site visit to install computer and receiver.

Retrieve old Mac equipment.
N

Upgrade phone lines to improve data comm.
Retrieve old Mac equipment.

Retrieve old Mac equipment.
Retrieve old Linux computer.
Site upgrade with new Linux computer, Ashtech
receiver and VSAT comm. Retrieve old Mac
equipment.
Retrieve old Mac equipment.
Some work with new computer install and
receiver
Needs new computer, GNEX install, general
comm. upgrade.
Retrieve old computer and receiver.
Retrieve old Mac equipment.

Install freq. standard. Retrieve old Mac equipment.
Install freq. standard. Retrieve old Mac equipment.

Table 4-1:Permanent GPS stations supported during this report period(cont.)

GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN
DSN/Other
DSN/Other
DSN/Other
DSN/Other
DSN/Other
DSN/Other

riop
sant
sele
sey1
shao
suth
thu1
usud
xian
yar1
ykro
gol2
gold
mad2
madr
mag0
petp

Ecuador
Chile
Kazakhstan
Seychelles
China
South Africa
Greenland
Japan
China
Australia
Ivory Coast
USA
USA
Spain
Spain
Russia
Russia

DSN/Other
DSN/Other
DSN/Other
DSN/Other
SENH
SENH
SENH
SENH
SENH
SENH
SENH
SENH
SENH
SENH
SENH
SENH
SENH
SENH
SENH
SENH

tid2
tidb
tixi
yakz
chum
dyr2
indi
irzu
kayt
kaza
kumt
phlw
podg
popn
posw
ppyn
shas
sumk
tala
tvst

L1-DiVE

S1L1

L1-DiVE

SPW2

L1-Hawaii
L1-Hawaii
L1-Hawaii
L1-Hawaii
L1-Hawaii
L1-Hawaii
L1-Hawaii
L1-Hawaii
L1-Hawaii
L1-Hawaii
L1-Hawaii
L1-Hawaii
L1-Popo

HV01
HV02
HV03
HV04
HV05
HV06
HV07
HV08
HV09
HV10
HV11
HV12
P1L1

Riobamba
Santiago
Almaty
Mahe Island
Sheshan
Sutherland
Thule
Usuda
Lintong, Xi’an
Yaragadee
Yamsukro
Goldstone, CA
Goldstone, CA
Robledo
Robledo
Magadan
PetropavlovskKamchatka
Tidbinbilla
Tidbinbilla
Tixi
Yakutsk
Georgievka
Diyarbakir
Heredia
Irazu Volcano
Kaygabok
Kazarman
Kumtor
Cairo
Bishkek
Popocatepetl
Popocatepetl
Popayan
Tokinak
Khantau
Bishkek
Taal Volcano Station
Scripps Pier L1
Station
Scripps Pier Dual
Frequency
Devil’s Throat
Halemaumau
Keauhou
Kilauea Iki
Keanakakoi
Mauna Ulu
Mauka Makaopuhi
Makai Makaopuhi
Pu’u Kamoamoa
Pu’u O’o
Pu’u Ulaula
Po’omoku
Popocatepetl

X
X
X

X-3 X X
X-1
X-10
X-1
X-2
X-4
X-3

X
X
X

X

Retrieve old Mac equipment.
Needs comm. upgrade to become operational.

X
X X
X
X
X
X X
X X

X
X
X

Needs new receiver.

X-3
X
X-2
X X X
X-3
X
X-3 X X X X X
X-3
X
X
X
X-1 X
X
X-2
X
X
X-3 X X
X X N

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Upcoming Work

USA
Costa Rica
USA
Armenia
USA
Philippines
Kyrgyzstan
USA

Troubleshoot1

Mauna Kea
Heredia
North Liberty, IA
Yerevan
Pie Town, NM
Quezon City
Bishkek
Quincy, CA

Notes2
Field Visit
Upgrade Firmware
Equipment Retrieval
Deploy Receiver
Deploy Computer

mkea
moin
nlib
nssp
pie1
pimo
pol2
quin

UNAVCO
Data Backup

Country

City

Site

Station Type
GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN
GGN

Deploy computer to upgrade data retrieval.
Install new receiver. Retrieve old Mac equipment.
Automate data retrieval at IGM in Quito.
Deploy new Linux computer.
Deploy computer to upgrade data retrieval.
Deploy new receiver.
Deploy new computer and modems.

Retrieve old Mac equipment.
Deploy new computer and modems.
Reestablish contact after military takeover.

X

Australia
Australia
Russia
Russia
Kazakstan
Turkey
Costa Rica
Costa Rica
Philippines
Kyrgyzstan
Kyrgyzstan
Egypt
Kyrgyzstan
Mexico
Mexico
Columbia
Kyrgyzstan
Kyrgyzstan
Kyrgyzstan
Philippines

X
X

La Jolla, USA

X

X

X

N

La Jolla, USA

X

X X

X

N

Hawaii, USA
Hawaii, USA
Hawaii, USA
Hawaii, USA
Hawaii, USA
Hawaii, USA
Hawaii, USA
Hawaii, USA
Hawaii, USA
Hawaii, USA
Hawaii, USA
Hawaii, USA
Mexico

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

X
X-3 X
X-1
X-1
X X
X-6
X
X-2
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X
X

Deploy computer to upgrade data retrieval.
Needs computer, comm., and general upgrade.
Needs comm. upgrade to become operational.

X
X-4 X X
X-1 X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X-1
X-1 X
X-1 X
X-6

X
X
X
X X

N
Deploy computer to upgrade data retrieval.
Deploy computer to upgrade data retrieval.
Needs site visit, and Internet comms.
Deploy computer to upgrade data retrieval.
Needs computer repair.
Needs computer repair.
Needs new installation to become operational.
Deploy computer to upgrade data retrieval.
Deploy computer to upgrade data retrieval*
Deploy computer to upgrade data retrieval.
Change cable to replace vandalized cable

X
X

Upgrade and add 4 new stations in FY 2000.

Table 4-1:Permanent GPS stations supported during this report period(cont.)

P2L1
P3L1
P4L1
TV01
TV02
TV03
TV04
TV05
TV06
TV07
TV08
TV10
TV11
TV12
TV13
HF01

Popocatepetl
Popocatepetl
Popocatepetl
Crater Rim
Balantoc
Alas-as
Binitang-maliaki
Pirapiraso Point
Caluit
Pinabulabuan
Barigon
Maria Paz
Buco
Main Crater
Tagaytay
Hayward, CA

Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
USA

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X-3 X X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

HF02

Hayward, CA

USA

X

X

X

N

Upcoming Work

Troubleshoot1

Notes2
Field Visit
Upgrade Firmware
Equipment Retrieval
Deploy Receiver
Deploy Computer

UNAVCO
Data Backup

Country

City

Site

Station Type
L1-Popo
L1-Popo
L1-Popo
L1-Taal
L1-Taal
L1-Taal
L1-Taal
L1-Taal
L1-Taal
L1-Taal
L1-Taal
L1-Taal
L1-Taal
L1-Taal
L1-Taal
L1-Hayward Fault
L1-Hayward Fault

2 additional stations planned for FY 2000.

1

x - #: x-action taken; # - number of times
N: new installation

2

During this same period UNAVCO installed new permanent GGN stations in Yamoussoukro in the Ivory Coast and Cordoba, Argentina. There was also ongoing planning for
new NASA installations in Uganda, Brazil, and the Crimea and station upgrades for Easter
Island and Galapagos. In addition to GGN/SENH permanent station support, the Facility
worked closely with JPL staff to support the JPL Scintillation Project including receiver
and computer upgrades at five stations. Figure 4-2 shows a map compilation corresponding to stations supported in Table 4-1.
Development activities for this time period were focused on the software, hardware, and
integration strategy to improve the latency and reliability of data flow. Software development included advancements to UNAVCO’s Translate, Edit and Quality Check (TEQC)
and data streaming software detailed elsewhere. Hardware upgrades included improved
computer operating system security, power management, clock synchronization, and communication methods. Configuration management database software has been developed
to organize the meta-data for the GGN and SENH stations and key fields have been populated. Recently, a prototype Web access interface was made available to JPL network support staff as discussed elsewhere. The system is being designed to also accommodate IGS
station data flow information.
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Figure 4-2: Map of GGN/DSN (blue squares) and SENH (pink squares) dual-frequency permanent stations supported by UNAVCO and NASA and listed in Table 3-1. The three expanded
maps below show the SENH single-frequency L1 volcano monitoring networks (green squares)
at Mauna Loa-Kilauea, Hawaii; Popocatepetl, Mexico; and Taal, Philippines.

4.2 GGN Back-up
During the last quarter of 1998, UNAVCO and JPL began working together to develop a
method to enhance the reliability of data delivery from GGN stations to the broader GPS
community via CDDIS. Toward that goal, UNAVCO and JPL have collaborated to
develop a backup/data offload capability that can be implemented in the event of a system
failure at JPL. During pre-planned test periods, and in the event of an actual system failure at JPL, UNAVCO will assume responsibility for downloading raw data from all JPL
GGN stations in addition to continuing management of all SENH permanent station data.
This process includes retrieving raw data, creating RINEX files, and pushing those files to
CDDIS - all in near real time.
Figure 4-3 shows the data flow from the prototype download computers to UNAVCO, and
UNAVCO’s backup role to JPL for the GGN. Data are downloaded from receivers using
software such as UNAVCO’s Local Automated Process for Downloading of Global Sites
(LAPDOGS) or JPL’s Linux-based GPS Network download tool (GNEX). Once on the
local download computer, data are then either pushed or pulled to an ftp area called
"ps_in" where they are further processed by a UNAVCO-customized version of JPL’s
Generalized Real Time Network Operations System (GNRT). Once the raw data have
arrived at UNAVCO, GNRT moves it through a series of steps including injection into the
13

UNAVCO archive database, creation of RINEX files using TEQC, and placing RINEX
data on anonymous ftp for community use

Figure 4-3: Diagram illustrating data flow to UNAVCO and distribution to CDDIS,
JPL and other GPS science community data centers.

In 1999, UNAVCO and JPL continued building and implementing the GGN backup/data
offload capability at UNAVCO including testing individual GGN stations. The backup
process includes connecting with remote station computers based on IP address, username
and password, retrieving the raw data, creating RINEX header and data files, and pushing
the RINEX files to CDDIS. For each station to be downloaded, UNAVCO must track the
most current site configuration including equipment changes, firmware upgrades, and data
format changes. Currently, UNAVCO maintains information by periodically comparing
UNAVCO and JPL RINEX configuration files on a station-by-station basis. In the near
future, an Access relational database developed by UNAVCO which can be updated interactively by both JPL and UNAVCO staff will become the central source of information
used to create RINEX header files for both UNAVCO and JPL (discussed in section 4.6).
To date, the Facility has tested the following stations for back-up capability: AUCK,
BOGT, CHAT, CICE, CRO1, EISL, GALA, GODE, GUAM, HRAO, KOKB, KWJ1,
MCM4, MKEA, NLIB, PIE1, QUIN, SANT, SHAO, SUTH, USUD, XIAN, YKRO (see
Table 4-1 for station names and location). Stations have to be re-tested each time the site
configuration changes.
In addition, UNAVCO and CDDIS continue to coordinate data flow for other GGN/SENH
stations. In the past, CDDIS has pulled RINEX files from UNAVCO on a daily basis for
permanent stations of interest. As part of the GGN backup, UNAVCO implemented the
ability to push both hourly and daily RINEX to CDDIS. Pushing data has the advantage of
reducing the latency of data received by CDDIS, allowing hourly data, making available
easily updated RINEX configuration files, and providing a consistent “look” for data
whether received from JPL or UNAVCO. Data for the following stations are currently
being pushed to CDDIS: CHUM, CORD, KAYT, KAZA, KUMT, KUNM, NSSP,
PODG, POL2, RIOP, SELE, SEY1, SHAS, SUMK, TALA, TVST.
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Figure 4-4 shows the handling of all data from permanent stations supported by
UNAVCO. Shown for each station is the means for downloading the data, where the data
are initially logged, how the data are received by UNAVCO and, finally, where the data
reside for retrieval via anonymous ftp.

Figure 4-4: Diagram depicting data flow through UNAVCO’s data management and archiving
system. Note that GGN and DSN stations only download when JPL backup is implemented.
All other stations are managed on a daily or hourly basis.
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4.3 Low Earth Orbit (LEO) Mission Ground Network Support
The tempo of UNAVCO Facility support of LEO mission critical requirements increased
in late 1999 based on the launch of several LEO missions. Specific areas of support
include the upgrade of GPS receivers, data download computers and station infrastructure,
improved data telemetry, data download and management software, and data download
backup capability.
Twelve existing GGN stations (Table 4-2) were identified by JPL for upgrades to meet
LEO mission support requirements. Three of these stations are in the Deep Space Network and are handled by JPL. The UNAVCO Facility is managing the upgrade of the
remaining nine stations with new download computers and receivers. The computers are
similar to those used to upgrade the GGN stations discussed above. Based on internal testing, JPL selected the Ashtech Z-12 for upgrade to the LEO sub-network. This required
the Facility to negotiate specific Ashtech product upgrades, new pricing and warranty
agreements, and to purchase six new systems. Deployment and monitoring of system
installation by station collaborators is nearly complete. Other minor upgrades included
capability for multiple sensors (e.g., seismic and meteorological) and improved computer
system security, power management software, clock synchronization, and data transfer
protocols. Also, a VSAT data communications system was installed with joint IRIS and
NASA support on Galapagos in an effort to provide high rate, 1 second observations.
Table 4-2:Twelve Existing GGN Stations
ID
cro1
fair
gode
gol2
guam
hrao
kokb
mad2
mcm4
tid2
mkea
gala

Name
St. Croix,
Fairbanks,
Greenbelt,
Goldstone,
Guam,
Hartebeesthoek,
Kokee Park,
Madrid,
McMurdo,
Tidbinbilla,
Mauna Kea,
Galapagos,

Location
U.S. Virgin Islands
Alaska
Maryland
California
Pacific Ocean
South Africa
Hawaii
Spain
Antarctica
Australia
Hawaii
Equador

Respons. TR
UNAVCO
UNAVCO
x
UNAVCO
JPL/DSN
x
UNAVCO
UNAVCO
UNAVCO
JPL/DSN
x
UNAVCO
JPL/DSN
x
UNAVCO
UNAVCO

Z-12

x
x
x
x

AOA
x
x
x

Visit

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

PC
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

Note: TR=Turborogue; Z-12=Ashtech Z-12; AOA=AOA Benchmark; PC=new PC
4.4 GPS Data Streaming for LEO and Scintillation Support
To support the real-time data requirements of the LEO fiducial network and to improve
tracking performance of GGN GPS receivers in equatorial regions during periods of
increased ionospheric interference, JPL and UNAVCO agreed that UNAVCO would take
the lead in developing software to implement a data streaming strategy. Streaming will
eventually replace the data download/sessions-oriented strategy used in current UNAVCO
and JPL receiver download software. In this model, each receiver will stream data
directly via RS-232 into an adjoining computer. A Java application running on this computer will then split the incoming data stream in a variety of ways, where each outgoing
data stream could be a direct copy or filtered in some way. Types of filters include timewindowed binary files analogous to those downloaded from the receiver in the session
model, translation to RINEX, or decimation and/or data compression to reduce data communications overhead.
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JPL development of streaming software was driven by the need for high rate data for scintilation studies. UNAVCO will start supporting the JPL-developed streaming software
called Real Time Net Transfer (RTNT) to include installation and troubleshooting at Ashtech-equipped LEO sites. RTNT creates 1 second data packets at a remote station and
sends them in real time to JPL. In addition, 15 minute (user configurable) data files are
created on the local computer which are later transferred to JPL. UNAVCO is only
tasked with supporting the creation and delivery of the 15 minute files in support of GGN
requirements.
The initial UNAVCO development has led to JStream [Mencin et al., 1999], a Java-based
application for configuring and streaming data, compressing it, and then delivering it to
multiple subscribers (Figure 4-5). The application is largely platform independent with
the data manipulation component using the UNAVCO TEQC engine and the Binary
Exchange (BINEX) format (both discussed in section 4.4). JStream was developed in
response to two specific GPS community requirements including software that handles
GPS data from an expanding list of geodetic-quality receivers in a uniform fashion and the
growing need for low latency data.

Figure 4-5: Examples of JStream usage and the JStream server functional diagram.

The present version of JStream will configure and collect data from Trimble and Ashtech
receivers, locally collect the data into size or time-binned files using TEQC, or rebroadcast the data to multiple subscribers in the original, RINEX or BINEX formats. Subscribers run JStream on their end to decompress and translate the data. Data latency depends
on the communications link. Recent tests of the Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT)
satellite technology show a data transmission latency of < 5 seconds compared to the
Internet with a latency of a few seconds or less. JStream V 1.0 has been released and supports limited receiver configuration and streaming of MBN, SNV, and PBN Ashtech Z12/
Z18 binary records at up to 1 second data rates, and streaming of Trimble and Turborogue
data at up to 1 second. The TEQC engine translates the binary records into BINEX form,
achieving a compression ratio of 4:1 for the Ashtech stream. The BINEX data can be further compressed using standard utilities (e.g., ZIP) resulting in a compression ratio of
nearly 6:1. The compressed data are then written to time-binned data files and stored on a
local computer. In addition, the TEQC engine can decimate the high rate data into IGS
compatible sample rates (e.g. 30 sec) and JStream stores these as separate files.
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The filtering will be done with a Java-compiled TEQC library object, taking advantage of
many of the capabilities now present in the TEQC code. Modifications will involve a
stream-to-stream filtering capability, in addition to the current stream-to-RINEX capability. Although targeted for Linux operating systems (like those GNEX currently runs on),
the Java code should be quite portable and able to run on any platform for which TEQC
(in C code) can be compiled which includes more than a dozen operating systems including Linux. Transport of the stream through Internet Java socket connections has already
been tested; testing through other types of real-time data communications such as VSAT
is planned.
4.5 Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) Demonstration Project
Other developments in support of improved telemetry include the initiation of a demonstration project to test a low-power VSAT product and fostering collaboration between
various groups to pool scarce infrastructure resources. The joint installation of VSAT
telemetry with integrated instrumentation at key locations envisioned in this collaboration
will support the ground station requirements for a variety of scientific applications including LEO missions, ionospheric studies, augmentation to the IGS, and IRIS’s Global Seismic Network. Ongoing and planned joint installations in the Galapagos Islands, Gabon,
Uganda, and Brazil resulted from the technical and financial collaboration of JPL, IRIS,
COSMIC1, and UNAVCO-NSF for the VSAT telemetry and various hardware components including GPS receivers, meteorological sensors, and improved frequency standards.
The VSAT demonstration
project (Figure 4-6) managed
by UNAVCO and jointly
funded by UNAVCO and
JPL is focused on testing a
low power VSAT product
developed by Nanometrics.
The Nanometrics remote
VSAT station uses only 20
Watts of power (compared to
200 Watts currently used by
the IRIS VSAT product), has
an environmentally sealed
electronics package with an
integrated CPU and memory,
Figure 4-6: VSAT network consisting of a Ku-band central hub and optimizes the use of satand processing facility in Boulder and 2 Ku-band remotes, one ellite space segment requireat Marshall Field (station MARS) outside of Boulder and the
ments for networks with an
other at the Nanometrics facility outside of Ottawa, Canada
unbalanced traffic pattern
(stations KANA).
(i.e. a large amount of data
streaming to a central data manager and a small amount of control commands going to the
remote station). The low power requirements and need for less infrastructure support at

1

COSMIC=UCAR’s Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere and Climate
Project.
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the site make the Nanometrics an attractive system for remote installations. For example,
station installations such as the one planned for Uganda where DC power is used can save
up to $20,000 on solar panels and special on-site computing hardware.
Results of the Nanometrics demonstration project indicate continuous, 1 second GPS data
can be streamed from stations within a Ku-band VSAT footprint (Figure 4-7), quality
checked, and delivered for processing with a 2.5 sec latency and 99.8% reliability. The
results of this test were presented at the 1999 Fall AGU [M. Jackson, et al, 1999]. A summary can be found at http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/~amyr/aguposter/vsatagu.gif.

Figure 4-7: Ku-band satellite footprint illustrating large area covered by a single satellite.

4.6 Database Development Activities
During this time period the Facility developed the GGN Permanent Station Database (Figure 4-8) to keep track of site- and instrumentation-specific information for GGN stations
supported by UNAVCO. The database will allow password-restricted users to edit, add or
remove site information. The database is a Microsoft Access 2000 application constructed
of 63 separate tables with over 500 data fields. Examples of some of the data include
receiver serial number, radome installation date, shipping address, IP address and antenna
cable length. UNAVCO/JPL personnel can use the database to query specific information
and create detailed reports, including IGS Site Log Reports. Future plans include using
the database as the centralized source of information for creating both RINEX headers and
IGS Site Logs. With this approach, any change to the database will automatically submit
a new IGS Site Log Report to the IGS Central Bureau and provide a critical single source
for station meta-data needed by JPL and UNAVCO to implement automated data pull and
push software and GGN backup routines discussed previously.
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Figure 4-8: A representative sample of screens from the GGN Database available on-line at
http://www.unavco.net.

5.0 Other Support Activities
5.1 GPS Receivers and Antenna Testing
To prepare for eventual receiver upgrades and expansion of the GGN, the Facility supported JPL over the last year in the evaluation of the new AOA Benchmark ACT receiver.
This work included Benchmark ACT testing and translator TEQC capability to accommodate the raw data format differences from the Turborogue. Testing included antenna and
download streaming tests, the results of which can be found at: http://
www.unavco.ucar.edu/dev_test/. Testing of the Ashtech Z-12, the primary receiver also
being purchased for the GGN/LEO network, are ongoing. A major priority is evaluating
the effectiveness of receiver external clock capability.
5.2 Support to the IGS Central Bureau
Due primarily to funding difficulties, work in support of the IGS Central Bureau (CB) was
delayed over most of 1999. The primary focus of renewed activity early in 2000 will be to
create an IGSCB Web backup capability at UNAVCO. Methodologies to address security
issues, mirroring capability, and optimal user interface/access have been researched and
will be implemented jointly with the CB early in 2000.
5.3 SENH Campaign Data Preparation
UNAVCO provides data preparation and archiving support for NASA-funded campaigns.
Facility archivists communicate with NASA-funded PIs and/or project field engineers to
obtain raw data and campaign meta-data (information about the data). The raw data and
meta-data are then entered into UNAVCO’s Oracle relational database which allows queries and access based on a variety of data descriptors. After quality checking and verification, the data are provided to investigators and entered into the UNAVCO archive. In
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1999, 22 NASA or joint NASA/NSF campaigns were archived (see Table 5-1). Over the
past two years, UNAVCO has prepared four campaigns from 1998, five from 1997, nine
from 1996 and eight from 1995 and earlier. Once archived, the data are available for distribution as raw or RINEX files in accordance with NASA and UNAVCO data policies
and are prepared for long-term archival at the CDDIS.
Table 5-1:NASA SENH Campaign Prepared by UNAVCO in 1999
PROJECT
Alaska 1993-GSFC
Alaska 1993-LDGO
Alaska 1993-USGS
Alaska Peninsula 1996
Alaska-SCAT 1998
Alaska-SCAT 1999
CASA 1991 - 1 (CASA Columbia/Panama)
Central Asia 1993
E. Africa/Rift Valley-Uganda 1998
GIG 1991
ISZ 1996
Kenai 1995
Kenai 1996
Kenai 1997
Kenai 1998 06 (Jun)
Medicine Lake 1999
New Zealand 1992
Parkfield 1994
SNAPP 1996
SNAPP Bolivia 1994
SNAPP Peru 1994
TOPEX Calibration Experiment 1996

FUNDING

CASE CLOSED

NASA
NASA
NASA
NASA
NASA
NASA
NSF, NASA
NSF, NASA
NSF, NASA
NASA
NSF, NASA
NASA
NASA
NASA
NASA
NASA
NASA
NASA
NASA
NASA
NASA
NASA

09-AUG-99
08-SEP-99
09-SEP-99
14-JUL-99
11 AUG-99
30-AUG-99
27-OCT-99
01-JUN-99
09-JUN-99
29-DEC-99
15-JUL-99
20-JUL-99
20-JUL-99
23-JUL-99
28-JUN-99
13-OCT-99
14-DEC-99
05-AUG-99
28-JUN-99
28-JUN-99
28-JUN-99
14-DEC-99

For data distribution, UNAVCO has developed the capability to record campaign data to
CD-R media. The associated meta-data are browser readable (HTML files) and the raw
and RINEX data files and scanned logsheets, site descriptions, and campaign reports can
all be distributed compactly in one complete package on very stable media. Once available in this format, the CD is sent to the project PI for their research applications and to
CDDIS for long-term data archival. The Facility will work through the remaining backlog
of NASA campaigns as well as prepare more recent SENH campaigns over the next year.
5.4 Software Development
Three major software packages were developed or enhanced and supported in 1999. The
primary package is TEQC, a tool for translating, editing, and quality checking GPS data.
TEQC is now widely used by institutions and investigators around the world including
JPL and CDDIS. A major new software development in 1999 was JStream, previously
discussed under GGN/LEO support. JStream is also an important element of managing
the growing volume of L1 data. Embedded in both TEQC and JStream is a UNAVCOdeveloped binary exchange (BINEX) format software which is being promoted to make
raw data streams more robust and compact.
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5.4.1 Translate, Edit, and Quality Check Software (TEQC)
NASA funding, along with NSF Facility support, has contributed significantly to the
development and support of TEQC, a software tool which provides a simple and unified
approach to the translation of raw data to RINEX exchange format, editing of data files,
and quality checking of the data [Estey and Meertens, 1999]. These primary functions can
be done separately, or in combination, with the goal of making user applications of GPS
data much easier. Freeware executables are available via anonymous ftp for a wide variety of computer platforms and operating systems at http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/software/
teqc/ and have received widespread use.
The last TEQC upgrade was in 1999 and included the following NASA-relevant features:
(1) numerous options for Benchmark ACT TurboBinary translation; (2) modification and
testing for GPS week 1000 (8/22/1999)); (3) testing for Y2K compliance (no problems
found); (4) added tests for IGS-approved antenna and receiver RINEX name designations;
(5) tests for bad SV PRN numbers; (6) more robust TurboBinary and ConanBinary format
translators - data formats widely used in the GGN; (7) added BINEX capability, and; (8) a
fix for undocumented, non-standard, 0x39 user data records in the TurboBinary data format.
5.4.2 BINEX Initiative
In an effort to address the increasing data volumes associated with the LEO high rate fiducial sub-network, the Facility initiated an effort to define a new compact, machine-independent, binary exchange format called BINEX. An informal working group of US and
European members has been formed following presentation of the BINEX concept at the
IGS Network Workshop in Annapolis, MD in October 1998. More information, including
software independent source code for reading and writing BINEX, is available at: http://
www.unavco.ucar.edu. BINEX conversion has also been compiled into UNAVCO’s real
time data streaming software, JStream, to provide optional compression and additional
reliability for high-rate GPS transmission.
5.5 Volcano Geodesy Workshop
In association with the UNAVCO Volcano Hazards Working Group and the NASAfunded L1 development project, UNAVCO sponsored a Volcano Geodesy Workshop in
September 1999 at Jackson, WY (Figure 5-1). The meeting was well-attended with many
international participants, reflecting the strong interest of the volcano research community
in applications of GPS and INSAR for volcano monitoring and research. The focus of the
meeting was on GPS applications but other technologies that could be integrated with
GPS studies were presented and discussed. An abstract of the meeting as well as a summary and scientific and programmatic recommendations can be found at: http://
www.unavco.ucar.edu/science_tech/volcano/meetings/sep_99.html.
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Figure 5-1: Participants of the UNAVCO Volcano Geodesy Workshop on
a field trip in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming.
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